friday, and you can have all that other reading you expect to do

had it so much the more pleased if you knew what a gallant air, shame no room mate, and I believe it is preferable not to have one, at least to remain the next of getting a bed room mate. This may serve to make all more anxious when we come to choose a share, not only of your room for four years, but for life and more than the room.

Three more fellows decide myself, are keeping haters hall, and I am much pleased with it, and shall continue doing so at least this session. The famous Lord Chesterfield

wrote one to which makes the string more a proper to use one of his favourite expressions. There are a large number of students who board themselves, and which makes the boarding houses less profitable. If I remained in college, I should not do it for the inconvenience of having your meals prepared in your rooms are too great, but as it is I have nothing to do but to see to the smaller house for our meals are served upon a separate apartments from the rooms.

I often think of you and wish you were here with me, and hope that we shall be in college together at least one year. This is contrary to your belief, but I say to you believe such a thought from your mind and remember that "Labor omnium omnia." If you keep not the last half of your junior college in June, your stay at Matanzas was so short that I suppose you had no subjects. I think the summer will be of great benefit to you. I have only received one letter this session.